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THE VAST SOCIETAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL

changes that characterize the Information Age, such as
the so-called “Internet of Things,” a more interconnected
world, and faster and better digital networks, have both
enriched and imperiled humanity. The four traditional
operational environments of land, maritime, air, and space
are now inextricable from a new, fifth domain: the information environment, or cyberspace. The cyber domain
encompasses all forms of electronic, server-based activity,
including “digital warfare.”1
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Unlike the four natural domains, the cyber domain’s lack
of boundaries, transparency, and sovereign jurisdictions
can make it an environment of lawlessness, one which
increasingly facilitates criminality and terrorism. No
individual country has absolute sovereignty within the
digital domain, but because everyone depends on access
to cyberspace, most countries agree on best behaviors to
protect these areas. However, there are a number of bad actors and opportunists who are willing to exploit the digital
commons for their own gain at the expense of others.
Using the Netherlands as a case study, this article investigates ways by which militaries could institutionalize and
encourage a potentially symbiotic relationship between
their special forces capabilities and cyber assets at the strategic level, and the impact such a relationship could have
at the operational and tactical levels of hybrid conflict.2
The research focuses on military exploitation of offensive,
defensive, and intelligence cyber assets, and explores the
possible roles SOF can play to support cyber operations. If
integration of the two activities is carried out incrementally
and with full awareness of both obstacles and opportunities, both SOF and cyber can innovate, reinforce, and

learn together to be more effective. Although this article
focuses on the Netherlands’s institutions and capabilities,
these findings can also be useful to a broader audience. For
example, in 2021, Dutch SOCOM formed a Composite
Special Operations Component Command (C-SOCC)
with Belgium and Denmark as a NATO Response Force
(NRF). This C-SOCC, which will probably change to a
more regional focus within the next few years, offers opportunities to explore NATO’s SOF and cyber capabilities
in a multinational and multidomain environment.3

The New Age of Hybrid Threats
Cyberspace is already integral to warfighting (think GPS),
and it will have a powerful effect on the future of the
military, especially SOF, because both worlds are becoming
more closely intertwined. The difference between soldiers
using real guns and hackers pulling a zero-day trigger
online is dissolving.4 Automated algorithms designed to
wield autonomous weapons in combat without direct
human intervention or oversight, for example, would be a
perfect tool for a hacker to manipulate to turn an armed
force against itself. It is equally easy to imagine perpetrators hacking one enemy and misleading it into attacking
another enemy, all while claiming plausible deniability and
never entering the physical conflict zone themselves.
There is no universally accepted definition of what constitutes a hybrid threat, so it is difficult to describe precisely
the current hybrid threats to the Netherlands or any
other nation.5 Nevertheless, certain elements are typically
involved, such as the integration of both conventional and
non-conventional military forces, and various non-military
means to conduct destabilizing activities against targets.
For example, unidentifiable groups, such as unmarked
special forces, proxies, private military organizations, and
volunteers might engage in quasi-military operations in
combination with diplomatic, economic, and informational activities to undermine another state’s stability and
sovereignty. State and non-state actors have historically
used a mixture of such means to influence, manipulate,
disinform, and control; in this sense, there is nothing new
about hybrid warfare. It is the recent addition of the cyber
domain to the mix that makes hybrid threats both global in
nature and uniquely current.

It is the recent addition of the cyber
domain to the mix that makes hybrid
threats both global in nature and
uniquely current.
The cyber domain gives nation-states the opportunity to
counter national threats under the radar, and SOF could
be a proficient capability to support these cyber acts.
Special operations forces are specially selected, trained,
and equipped for ambiguous conflicts everywhere in
the world.6 NATO doctrine assigns three primary roles
to special forces: special reconnaissance (SR), military
assistance (MA), and direct action (DA).7 While these
three main tasks, or derivatives of them, are traditionally
executed in the physical landscape, the cyber domain gives
SOF opportunities to counter hybrid threats and, on the
physical level, validate proposed data and actions that are
communicated virtually. The physical role SOF currently
plays in hybrid warfare will necessarily evolve when future
forms of warfare take place primarily online. Thus, SOF
could be the global human link between the physical
environment and the virtual cyber domain.

Possible SOF Roles in
Cyber Operations
SOF’s characteristics make them an effective and dynamic
tool for cyber operations, with the ability to support cyber
operations by “small-scale, clandestine, covert, or overt
operations of an unorthodox and frequently high-risk
nature, undertaken to achieve significant political or military objectives in support of foreign (cyber) policy.”8 SOF
personnel are trained to blend in with the local civilian
environment while conducting overt, covert, or clandestine
low-visibility operations in hostile and even denied areas.
This is where SOF distinguish themselves from human
intelligence operators. SOF can conduct operations of
long duration and have the endurance and persistence to
operate independently from support and supplies in any
environmental circumstance in the world.
Dutch SOF can be used in three distinct roles to support
cyber operations initiated by the Defense Cyber Command
(DCC) and the Joint SIGINT Cyber Unit ( JSCU): (1)
gain access to hard targets for cyber operations; (2) provide
the means to get people, hardware, and software into or out
of the operational area; and (3) understand, deceive, and
influence the cultural environment. As in many NATO
countries, Dutch SOF characterize themselves as a joint strategic asset that can “conduct special operations in uncertain,
hostile, or politically sensitive environments to create effects
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that support the achievement of strategic-operational comprehensive objectives. These operations may be conducted
using clandestine or covert capabilities/techniques and
require mature and highly-trained operators.”9 Although
SOF are certainly not an answer to every cyber problem and
gap, and some roles will not be useful in every cyber-centric
operational environment, these possibilities should at least
be considered in the planning of cyber operations.

The three proposed roles for SOF in
cyber operations—access, insertion/
extraction, and environmental influence—differ significantly, but they are
not mutually exclusive.
The three proposed roles for SOF in cyber operations—access, insertion/extraction, and environmental influence—
differ significantly, but they are not mutually exclusive, and
it is easy to imagine how they might overlap. For example,
before a cyber technician can be extracted out of a hostile
environment (role 2), SOF first need to understand, de-

entry was needed to gain access to these so-called “hard
targets.”10 SOF’s character as a clandestine operating
force, capable of blending in with the local community
and equipped with the proper reconnaissance, sabotage,
breach, and fighting tools, make it a valuable support for
such cyber operations. Once SOF have breached a hard
target, it becomes possible for tech experts, either specially
trained SOF personnel themselves or embedded cyber specialists, to access and break into the computers, networks,
and information systems in or around the target site or to
simply physically exploit tactical sites.11
Hacking into computers through active cyber operations
is often executed via an intrusion model. The model is not
technically or tactically focused, but could be used as an
operational concept for intruders to reach their strategic
objects in cyber operations.12 Each stage (reconnaissance,
initial exploitation, establishment of persistence, lateral
moves, and collection-exfiltration-exploitation) in this
model presents an opportunity to get deeper in someone’s
system to spy, influence, sabotage, collect, or even attack.
Figure 1 illustrates the intrusion model and the stages of
this multifaceted process.13

Figure 1: The Intrusion Model14

ceive, and perhaps influence the cultural environment (role
3) in preparation for the extraction. As it is, each role could
serve as an umbrella for numerous kinds of SOF operations
using various tactics, techniques, and procedures.

Access Hard Targets for Cyber Operations
The planning, execution, and command and control of
cyber operations could, at least in theory, be handled from
any connected platform—land, air, sea, or space—in the
world. There have been times, however, where physical
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Especially in the first stages of the intrusion model, SOF
could conduct SR to collect information on the target
(target acquisition) or be the initial entry force to bridge
the “air gap” between the physical and virtual environments. In such proximity, SOF could collect intelligence
about the target and use radio-frequency technology to
establish a connection with objects of interest, including
those that are isolated from the internet.15 At this point,
the cyber experts “back home” on whatever platform was
guiding the operation could exploit the gathered intelligence and prepare for the next stage in the intrusion

model. Human assets, like intelligence operators, can
collect intelligence and deliver digital malware like viruses,
spyware, worms, Trojan horses, or ransomware without
being physically connected to the internet.
Another possible scenario involves SOF’s ability to
infiltrate and emplace physical devices in sensitive foreign
locations to intercept, gather, corrupt, disrupt, or jam
data flows. In 2012, for example, when a Iranian Islamic
Revolutionary Guard unit was moving what seemed like an
ordinary rock near the underground Fordow nuclear enrichment plant, the rock exploded, revealing spyware that
had been hidden inside it.16 SOF are the human tool that
can bridge air gaps with technical equipment, especially in
denied and hostile circumstances.

Move Assets Into or Out of the Operation Area
In the land, air, and maritime domains, Dutch SOF are
able to operate covertly using a wide variety of techniques,
vehicles, and devices. These capabilities allow Dutch
SOF to function as an SR element, quick reaction force,
counterterrorism unit, or force protector to support cyber
operations. SOF have the ability not only to infiltrate humans, including technical cyber experts or support agents,
into and extract them from a hostile environment, but also
to catch and arrest hackers, cyber criminals, or cyber terrorists in the act as they sit behind their computers or use
their mobile devices. Once the culprits are in hand, SOF
can extract such individuals, including their software and
hardware, and turn everything over to the local authorities
for forensic exploitation and possible legal action.

SOF have the ability to infiltrate humans,
including technical cyber experts or support agents, into and extract them from
a hostile environment.
As with humans, it is also possible for SOF to insert
software and/or hardware into a denied area of interest,
or turn it over to cyber experts who need it. This could be
as small as a USB stick or some larger technical support
equipment needed for a cyber operation. In the same
way, it is also possible to exfiltrate important information
devices and transfer them to a safe location for further
technical investigation. The ability of SOF to operate in all
extreme environments and conditions in the air, land, and
maritime domains makes them particularly valuable for
these kinds of operations.

In the current information era, technically trained SOF
operators could integrate the so-called FRINGE technologies (photo, robo, info, nano, geno, and electro) to bridge
the air gap between human and machine.17 A July 2007
Israeli raid in Syria is a good example of this kind of operation: Israeli commandos were able to infiltrate electronic
warfare, cyber, and laser equipment into Syria, where they
jammed a key radar station and enabled Israeli fighters
carrying bombs to approach a suspected nuclear reactor
site without alerting Syrian defenses. The commandos
then directed the aircraft to the target using lasers, and the
nuclear reactor site was completely destroyed.18

Understand, Deceive, and Influence the
Cultural Environment
SOF’s ability to blend in with the regional cultural
environment, combined with their often unconventional
operational and language skills, formidable training,
adaptability, and self-reliance, make them the perfect
tool to understand, deceive, and, if necessary, influence
the cultural environment in foreign denied countries to
prepare for cyber operations without the immediate risk of
further escalation.
Building relationships, establishing human networks, and
engaging with local leaders to develop community trust
are some of the ways by which SOF can facilitate cyber
operations.19 In the initial stages of the intrusion model,
SOF can develop an understanding of the environment
and set the conditions for the cyber experts to do their
work. The human network of an adversary is a physical
entity, regardless of whether it uses social media or other
digital means to communicate, and is therefore susceptible
to cross-cultural interception and influences.20 SOF can
exploit both physical and virtual entry points with their
own capabilities, cyber means, or joint combined capabilities. These physical and virtual entry points could be
exploited by cyber experts back in the home country to
counter active digital hybrid threats.

Three Cyber-SOF Integration
Options
Due to the scarcity of qualified technical cyber personnel
in the short term, the Dutch Ministry of Defense (MoD)
has started a program to hire civilian cyber specialists as
reserves on a temporary basis to help with specific projects.21 Both the SOF and MoD cyber organizations could
potentially draw on this pool of specialists when planning
for operations that require specialized cyber techniques,
coding, or encryption. For the longer term, there are three
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options for integrating SOF and cyber capabilities: (1)
delegate cyber-SOF teams to the operational commands;
(2) embed SOF and cyber personnel in each other’s
organizations; and (3) create a new cyber-enabled special
operations unit. Each option has benefits and drawbacks,
and any choice the MoD makes to implement one should
take into account the existing cyber and SOF organizations, leadership, and cultures.22

Due to the scarcity of qualified technical
cyber personnel, the Dutch Ministry of
Defense has started to hire civilian cyber
specialists as reserves to help with specific projects.
Delegate Hybrid Cyber-SOF Teams to the
Operational Commands
The Army and Navy are the only two Dutch operational
commands currently with SOF capabilities. The Dutch
MoD, with its Special Operations Command (NLD
SOCOM) in the coordinating role, could advise the two
commands to set up their own hybrid cyber-SOF teams
at the tactical and operational levels and integrate them
into the respective Army Korps Commando Troepen
(KCT) and Dutch Maritime Special Operations Forces
(NLMARSOF). Both KCT and NLMARSOF could be
tailored to integrate hybrid cyber-SOF teams according to
the teams’ anticipated needs and available resources and
budget. These hybrid teams could adapt cyber expertise to
the traditional MA, SR, and DA roles, while the Army and
Navy SOF units could provide support to cyber operations
on the tactical and operational levels.
The hybrid cyber-SOF teams would require personnel to
have both technical cyber expertise and a SOF background.
The operators in this team would have to be able to infiltrate
a denied or hostile environment and execute various SOF
tasks as required, and also be able to code, encrypt, and
manipulate social media, network, and data sources using
advanced tools such as FRINGE technologies.23 Recruiting,
training, and maintaining such highly skilled personnel
would be challenging, but if they started small, both KCT
and NLMARSOF could experiment with cyber-SOF
integration on the tactical-operational level and grow the
units as they gain experience and attract qualified recruits.
If the proper mandate, legal framework, and infrastructure
are in place, tactical-operational cyber capabilities can
achieve significant results. In military intelligence cyber
operations, for example, many activities and techniques are
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already available and could be adapted for SOF-supported
offensive cyber operations. In the early stages of this
process, however, it might be easier to bring in private
sector personnel on a project basis, or put temporary cyber
enablers in SOF teams, as explained in the second option.

Embed SOF and Cyber Personnel
The second integration option is to embed SOF personnel
in cyber organizations and/or vice versa. On the strategic
level, Dutch SOCOM already has cyber officers liaising
with DCC and JSCU, while on the operational and
tactical levels, both KCT and NLMARSOF have cyber
liaisons in staff positions.24 Other than these liaisons, however, there are almost no SOF planners or even operators
working in the DCC or JSCU, and no cyber experts or operators are working in SOCOM, KCT, or NLMARSOF.
Beginning in 2021, however, NLD SOCOM, Dutch SOF
and the DCC began participating in cyber-SOF exercises
such as Crossed Swords, which was organized by the
NATO Cooperative Cyber Defense Center of Excellence
(CCDCOE).25

The cultural understanding and situational awareness of both the SOF and
cyber communities would benefit from
embedding specialized personnel in each
other’s organizations.
The cultural understanding and situational awareness of
both the SOF and cyber communities would benefit from
embedding specialized personnel in each other’s organizations, but doing so is complicated because of their very different institutional cultures and backgrounds. Any hope for
success would depend on an extended commitment from
both personnel and their organizations and leadership. The
specialists would need to train, exercise, and educate one
another to learn the tactics, techniques, and procedures of
SOF and cyber operations. Once both sets of specialists had
a basic understanding of the other’s operations, they could
embed in teams organized to fill future missions. A flexible
mentality would be vital for every team member, because
each mission demands a different approach to supporting
cyber operations. Embedding personnel in this way would
demand training, time, and patience to bridge the cultural
gaps and foster mutual understanding.

A Cyber-Enabled Special Operations Unit
The third integration option is to create a new, centralized
cyber-enabled special operations unit directly under the

strategic wings of SOCOM or DCC/JSCU. This unit
could serve as the centralized authority to plan, coordinate,
and prepare for cyber-SOF operations anywhere in the
world.26 Both KCT and NLMARSOF could benefit from
this structure by integrating these teams into their exercises,
training and, ultimately, operations. Depending on the
structure and legal framework for an operation, the staff
element of this strategic-level cyber-SOF unit could act as
a sub-unified command in a supporting or supported role
under SOCOM or DCC/JSCU. This dual-headed orientation would allow the staff to be both flexible and creative.27
A mission set under the umbrella of one of the cyberoriented commands demands more technical expertise than
one under SOCOM, which would be more tactical in its
approach. Ultimately, the legal framework for the unit itself
and for its missions would determine which techniques and
types of cyber operations would be allowed.

Ultimately, the legal framework for a
new cyber-enabled SOF unit and for its
missions would determine which techniques and types of cyber operations
would be allowed.

This cyber-enabled special operations unit could, for
example, undertake missions aligned with special warfare
roles such as MA and SR, and DA surgical strikes. Special
warfare requires cultural skills such as regional background
and language ability, so that personnel are better able to
blend into the local environment as needed. Although
coding, encrypting, and the use of FRINGE technologies
would still be important skills for the operational unit to
have, special warfare is more in line with the third type of
support that SOF can provide to cyber operations: to understand, deceive, and influence the cultural environment.
In contrast, surgical strike scenarios would require the
cyber-enabled SOF unit to emphasize cyber techniques.
These operators would have to be highly skilled in network
systems and computer science, and understand the uses
of FRINGE technologies in a denied or sensitive cyber
domain. “These teams would perform more direct and
often unilateral cyber special operations, such as crippling adversaries’ command and control (C2) systems or
launching cyberattacks” to disable adversary defenses or
infrastructure.28 By understanding the various dynamics
of MA, SR, and DA operations, cyber-SOF teams could
be used across the range of SOF operations and support
further cyber operations.
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Dynamics, Conditions, and Obstacles
to Cyber-SOF Integration
The viability of each of the three integration options will
depend on several factors, including the legal framework
within which it is set up, how it is financed, how well the
different cultures are integrated and balanced, the command and control structure, and the quality of coordination between the groups. This list of conditions is not
comprehensive and could grow longer depending on the
organizational environment and political circumstances.
There are, however, four critical factors that will determine
the viability of the three integration options: mission
impact, feasibility, professional culture, and the mitigation
of possible risks. Note that it is beyond the scope of this
section to compare the three integration options and draw
conclusions about which might be preferable; its purpose
is to discuss what steps would be necessary to adopt each
one into existing MoD structures.29

Critical Factors for Success
First, it is of fundamental importance to evaluate the
efficiency and effectiveness of each integration option and
its potential impact on mission readiness. While functional
SOF and cyber teams work largely independently of one
another, horizontal project teams are highly interdependent.
These horizontally integrated SOF and cyber units need to
develop the right functional balance between the disparate
demands of their missions and workflow coordination: the
rules, hierarchy, supervision, flexibility, and communication
that will help to ensure that the integrated unit can meet
mission requirements as efficiently and effectively as possible.30 Merging cyber and SOF personnel, with their various
backgrounds, education, and outlooks, into a functional unit
requires choosing the integration option that will provide
optimal deconfliction, coordination, and synchronization.

It is of fundamental importance to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of
each integration option and its potential
impact on mission readiness.
Feasibility, the second factor in choosing an integration
option, requires clear measures of success: how well will
the units’ members be able to coordinate, cooperate, and
meet their mission requirements within the institutional
configurations of each option? Whether the choice of integration is a centralized, decentralized, or pooled-divisional
structure, the feasibility assessment must examine both
barriers and facilitators within the cultures and evaluate
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the reciprocity of cyber and SOF activities.31 Additionally,
the dynamics and conditions of the mission will influence
all three options. Is a particular mission an intelligence
exploitation operation under the umbrella of the security
intelligence services, a special operations procedure, or an
operation under the direction of SOCOM or DCC? Each
role must be defined according to a specific legal framework that legitimizes the type of operation in question.
The third factor to take into account, professional culture,
is less easy to define and manage. SOF and cyber personnel
often come from very different cultural, educational, and
training backgrounds, and these differences can have a
strong effect on whether and how their units can successfully integrate.32 Strong, flexible leadership is key to bridging
the cultural gaps and striking the correct balance of command, control, and coordination between the two entities.
The fourth critical consideration is risk mitigation. Lessons
from the past show that the operational commands, in particular, tend to operate in a stove-piped manner, meaning
that they tend to maintain their own training pipelines
and particular recruiting, selection, and training criteria.33
This stovepipe approach can result in different outcomes
among the commands for similar training courses such
as sniper, counterterrorism, and jungle, mountain, and
arctic warfare. However, decentralizing the pipelines
and delegating certain training functions, especially for
cyber capabilities, might be even less efficient. The risk
that stovepipe thinking affects the operational commands
requires the MoD to provide strategic guidance and ensure
cooperation. It is essential to break the walls around the
stovepipes and integrate the various teams to mitigate the
risks of a breakdown in coordination and cooperation.
To gain the most significant effects through cyber warfare
operations, there needs to be a central cyber-SOF structure
under the umbrella of a special operations command. In
the Netherlands, this would be the SOCOM, DCC, or
JSCU, depending on the type of operations in question.
The solution for the United States’ SOCOM and CYBERCOM has been the third integration option: to build
a new Cyber Special Operations Command.34

Institute for Science and International Security analysis of DigitalGlobe Imagery showing the Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant on 21
December 2013.

How the Different Cultures Can Affect
Mission Readiness
A lack of reciprocal awareness and understanding can
arise from cultural differences between SOF and cyber
personnel, including their specialized jargon, disparate
expertise, and particular planning cycles. The most important risk to overcome may be the biases that each group
brings to the process of integration. It is essential to have
the hearts and minds of all relevant personnel invested in
the process if integration is going to be successful.35 SOF
and cyber operations have a symbiotic relationship at the
strategic, operational, and tactical levels, but their planning processes significantly differ. Although both kinds of
operations are developed, planned, and authorized at the
strategic level, their execution is often at the tactical level.
Tactical execution, in turn, has effects at the operational
and strategic levels.
Although NLD SOCOM ostensibly uses the typical
military top-down approach to give both KCT and
NLMARSOF direction and guidance for planning SOF
operations, in practice the process often takes more of a
bottom-up approach, which is an exception in the military
realm. SOF will often seek out loopholes in the planning
guidance that offer opportunities to conduct operations

that may push up against legal boundaries while remaining
in line with strategic intent. Cyber operations, in turn,
have their own approach, which uses a version of a “spiral”
planning cycle to keep up with fast-moving technology and
developments.36 Spiral planning is based on the intrusion model, which allows planners to accelerate or delay
progress between the various steps of the planning process
to meet mission requirements. (See figure 1.) For example,
it can take months to develop zero-day exploits to conduct
an offensive cyber operation. The model also lays out the
measures the defender must take to counter an intruder
and defend the cyber system.

Offensive cyber activities can be designated as special operations, just as SOF
activities are, and thus fall under the
same kind of approval process as other
special operations.
Offensive cyber activities can be designated as special
operations, just as SOF activities are, and thus fall under
the same kind of approval process as other special operations; the purpose of the approval is to take into consideration any possible political and diplomatic consequences,
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impacts, and effects such activities could generate.37 In the
Netherlands, the ministerial steering group committee on
special operations was given authority to oversee offensive
cyber operations executed by the DCC38 prior to the start
of planning.39 Because of this change, both SOF and cyber
operations can now be initiated, planned, and executed on
every strategic, operational, and tactical level.
The first quick win for the MoD with SOCOM and the
operational commands in particular, however, should be
the integration of SOF and cyber experts and their capabilities in the planning process. As Commander SOCOM
Major General Theo ten Haaf pointed out, “When we are
looking at SOF and cyber operations, we should consider
the whole process from the starting point to the end of
the operation, when the evaluation is finished. Currently,
we see that cyber is integrated too late into the planning
process.”40 This cyber-SOF integration also means learning
from one another, as Commander DCC Commodore
Boekholt O’Sullivan described: “SOCOM is short-term
focused, while DCC is more oriented on a longer period.
SOF personnel need to slow down in their decisionmaking versus DCC, which could learn to accelerate in
their process or at least urge SOF to slow down.”41
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Common Institutional Hurdles to
SOF-Cyber Integration
The Netherlands has the cyber tools it needs to effectively
counter domestic or international hybrid threats, but it
still lacks a clear legal mandate for cyber operations at
the level of national security. This is a common problem,
especially with offensive cyber operations in the military
realm. Dutch government agencies in general, including
the MoD, are not sufficiently knowledgeable about the uses
and possibilities of cyber technologies. Despite current
initiatives to position military cyber liaison officers, the
MoD still lacks direction and planning from leadership
and a clear vision of how to integrate cyber tools into
military operations.42 Cyber assets should be seen as an
integral part of every military planning process; more than
that, they are the “satay skewer” connecting all the various
layers of an operation.

The Dutch MoD still lacks direction and
planning from leadership and a clear vision of how to integrate cyber tools into
military operations.

The same is true for cyber personnel policy: the MoD has
inadequate career paths for cyber experts, and it lacks a
clear cyber personnel policy.43 An effective policy would be
to create specific career paths in infantry, intelligence, SOF,
and signals to allow cyber specialists to incorporate new
functions and develop expertise throughout their military
careers. Furthermore, the financial incentives are disproportionate: a cyber expert can make much more money
in the private sector than by working for the government,
which makes it very difficult for the MoD to keep the most
talented cyber experts onboard.
A third obstacle is the fact that senior leaders in the
Dutch MoD generally have little experience in the cyber
domain, and limited “cyber awareness”—knowledge of
current technologies, applications, developments, and the
knowhow to implement them—which results in a narrow
concept of command and control in the cyber realm.
Cyber illiteracy among senior military decision makers also
creates gaps and inefficiencies in the use of available cyber
technologies. Stovepipe thinking, traditional mindsets,
and the lack of personal cyber experience lead to functional biases and, often, a refusal to accept that the virtual
landscape has changed beyond the individual’s understanding. In civilian tech firms, an effective boss will listen
to his or her cyber experts and use their knowledge and
advice to inform decision-making, while in a governmental
organization like the MoD, the person with the highest
rank makes the decisions, including whether to listen to
subordinates’ advice.44 Without a broader joint military
and inter-agency government approach, the Netherlands
will continue to miss opportunities to counter the hybrid
threats the country faces.45

The Way Ahead
This article has laid out three potential roles that SOF
could play in support of cyber operations; the choice of
which one to adopt depends on the effects and end states
that the MoD wants to achieve. It is also important to keep
in mind that the conditions in the operation area may not
be conducive to every supporting role. How to sucessfully
integrate cyber and SOF units on the other hand, requires
understanding the strengths, weaknesses, and cultural gaps
between SOF and cyber personnel and their organizations.
Both SOF and cyber capabilities are scarce, precious, and
effective national strategic assets, which NATO countries
are not often willing to share. Therefore, any effort to
integrate the SOF and cyber personnel of NATO members
in support of NATO cyber operations will be an even
more ambitious and long-term process.

To begin this effort, the C-SOCC gave Belgium, Denmark, and the Netherlands the opportunity in 2021 to
experiment with and practice the integration of SOF and
cyber capabilities. So far, this tri-national experiment has
only produced some basic lessons learned during Exercise
Night Hawk that might be useful for other NATO SOF
and cyber countries.46 For future SOF and cyber missions,
C-SOCC could become the foundation of a NATO composite command integrating SOF and cyber capabilities.
Even so, national caveats, mutual trust, and a proper legal
framework are keys for successful SOF and cyber integration and to smooth the process of cooperation. However,
NATO’s new regional SOCC focus and the possibility
of establishing Regional Special Operations Component
Commands (R-SOCC) have the potential to radically
enhance cooperation among geographically neighboring
NATO countries with SOF capabilities.47

National caveats, mutual trust, and a
proper legal framework are keys for successful SOF and cyber integration and to
smooth the process of cooperation.
On the national level, political-strategic leaders inside
the Dutch MoD are not doing enough to create an environment that is conducive to SOF and cyber capability
integration. During an interview with the author, former
Director Joint SIGINT Cyber Unit Marc Brinkman
explained: “The political military-strategic level should set
up a research and development environment where SOF
and cyber could experiment, facilitate, test, develop, and
innovate to create the right conditions to set SOF-cyber
integration up for success.”48 In short, the senior MoD
leadership should create the conditions that promote better
and deeper integration between SOF and cyber capabilities
by establishing a clear directive with national guidance.
MoD leadership need not search for the solutions, but can
instead create the fertile conditions and simply listen to
their SOF and cyber specialists to promote SOF and cyber
integration, synchronization, and cooperation.
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